At present, the traditional way of accessing to classified network in geographic spatial information services is using network gatekeeper and firewall etc. to ensure public and classified network communications links.
the Internet environment.Although network gatekeeper and firewall are used, the physical isolation between classified network and public network is crossed, which is bound to cause classified network potential security hazard.
Besides, land and resources Law enforcement is mainly in the suburbs and field, where 3G network is not covered completely, some location, even GPRS network communication, cannot be guaranteed. Land and resources law enforcement urgently need a new kind of methodology to tackle the problem of accessing geo-spatial data between the classified network and the network. SMS (short message service) is a store and forward service, first of all, the initiator terminal sends data to the server transitorily; After that the server store and forward data; Finally, the receiver terminal passive receiving data from the server with unpersistent connections way, the receiver terminal does not send feedback information to the initiator. This method is not easy to be sniffed and monitored by the third party. In addition, the requirement of this way for network environment is not strict, as 
data structure
Through the analysis of data transmission, transmitted data content two types, one is geographical spatial coordinate information which terminal equipment submitted to the server, the data structure is regular, format-fix; the other is the analysis results that the server returned to the terminal equipment. This type data is text information, the length of data is flexible. The difference of the two types of data structure is large, it is necessary to design a common data structure to carry the query information. The primary data structure design of the whole system is shown in The queryType defines the types of queries, through code it distinguishes data is query requests or feedback the result QryData class is base class of all request and response data type. QryData class is an abstract class, considering the data is taken mainly by the form of text messages, so the corresponding query data value needs be converted into a string: public abstract class QryData{ public abstract string ToString(); } QryData has three implementation class, namely QryString, QryDictionary and QryGeoData, the QryString is responsible for data string type exchange, which used for returning query results ;
And QryDictionary is used in key-value type data exchange ,which can achieve more parameters query and the more result data return; QryGeoData is an abstract class, it is the abstraction of geographical spatial query object , which is divided in to GeoPoint, GeoPolyline and GeoPolygon three implementation class according to the different types of terrain. GeoPoint class save a coordinate information, including the points longitude and latitude coordinates; A butch of points coordinate with the order connected together is a line, namely GeoPolyline class; GeoRing is a special GeoPolyline, whose fore and rear is the same point; Multiple GeoRing constitutes the GeoPolygon, it represented the island and hole of Polygon by GeoRing rotation direction, clockwise Ring is island, counter-clockwise Ring is hole. Each type of GeoData contains a large number of data points coordinates.
transmission optimization
Considering limitation length of data for the message communication protocol each time, we design the coordination offset and data compression to reduce the length of the data transmission .The two optimization scheme improve the transmission efficiency and reduce the transport cost.
Coordinate offset
Geo-spatial data transmission is mainly coordinate 
Data compression
Considering the cost, as to large amount of data it need use a data compression method to reduce amount of data transmission. With the compressed content, GeoString and GeoDictionary objects, the amount of the transmission data is unpredictable, so As to GeoData object, coordinate data is transmitted , content is digital character (" 0 ", "9") and the space character (", "and"; "), the scope of the characters is fixed, so using a LZ77 algorithm [6] of fixed dictionary tables compress the data .The example is shown in Figure 5 . In SMS receiver is responsible for receiving messages. Due to the short message communication protocol is an asynchronous communication, the sender submitted the data to the server, the server sending data, which does not guarantee that the receiver receive the data with the order of sending.
it needs receiver analyse the data content, whether text messages have contains all the data which sends by server, if it does not, the data already received is written to temporary files, until all data is received, the receiver assemble data content with the order of Index; If it has obtained all the data, then it analyzes data and creates the corresponding query object (SpatialQuery), conducting query analysis work. 
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